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Editorial 
This month LEGO trains are featured, one of the many products of 
arguably the most successful toy in history. I thought I had written 
previously about this subject but as I cannot find anything in the 
Chronicles index, my memory must be playing tricks on me (again).  
LEGO was established in Denmark in1932 by Ole Kirk Christiansen as a 
maker of wooden toys. The company history is covered on the LEGO 
website at: https://www.lego.com/en-us/lego-history  
In the 1930s, 40s and 50s the company produced various types of push 
along wooden trains from steam locomotives to express trains. 

  

LEGO wooden train. Photo extracted from LEGO website. 
In the late 1940s, the LEGO Group began adding plastic toys to its range 
of products but trains continued to be made only in wood. 
After a 5 year search for the right material, the company started 
producing plastic bricks in 1958. 

mailto:northstarrailway@gmail.com
http://www.northstarrailway.com/
https://www.lego.com/en-us/lego-history
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LEGO (plastic) trains  
LEGO trains were launched in the mid nineteen sixties as a continuation 
of the push along rail less system.  

 
Photo of push along loco (1964) from LEGO website 

 
The first LEGO to run on rails. Still push along.  
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The system used the unusual gauge for the rails of approximately 
37.5mm – L gauge (coincidentally close to an inch and a half but 
apparently derived from a centreline space of 40mm, there being 4 studs 
in between the two to which the rails are attached. See photo top of 
page 4). 
4.5-volt battery power was added in 1966 with a motor pack in the loco 
and three 1.5-volt batteries being carried in the loco tender or in attached 
freight wagons. 

 

Similar loco to the one above now equipped with a power unit. 
Batteries in the tender. 
The technology continued to evolve. In 1968, the Electronic train was 
introduced. In the marketing material the product was described as: 
“The train that drives when the whistle goes – LEGO battery train with 
integral electronic unit, drives when you blow a special whistle. Stops 
when you blow again, reverses when you blow a third time.” 
1969 saw the introduction of a controllable 12v system with power pick 
up from two metal covered conductor rails located between the outer 
plastic rails (see photo below).  
With a company reorganisation and the creation of a new product line in 
1980, the colour of the rails changed from blue to grey. The new rails 
were pretty much the same as the previous blue ones but with different 
“sleepers”. In the first year of this development, 28 new sets were 
introduced, both freight and passenger trains in modern as well as more 
traditional designs. 
At the same time a wide range of accessories which enabled proper 
model railway operations was introduced. 
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1991 saw the next major development with the replacement of the 12-
volt system by a 9-volt system and the relocation of the metal conductor 
strips from the centre to the top of the plastic rails on which the locos 
ran. This enabled electrical power to be delivered and picked up in a 
manner which resulted in far more realistic operations.  

 

The evolution of the track systems. From left to right, white 
sleepers, blue rails. Next, dark grey sleepers with different 
fastening mechanism and lighter grey rail, centre pick up in 
between the grey plastic rails. Metal strips on top of plastic on the 
right. Note the 4 stud gap between the rails with all track and the 
sleeper interlocking system with the metal topped rails. 
The next major development occurred in 2006 with the release of 
infrared remote controlled locos. They were battery powered which 
obviated the need for the metal strip power connectors on top of the 
plastic. This in turn resulted in rail production cost reductions.  
However, a further consequence of this development was the end of 
production of the 9-volt system in 2007, the reason cited being a lack of 
profitability arising from insufficient demand for the 9-volt product line. 
The new battery-powered/infrared controlled system had some 
advantages over the 9-volt system in that it allowed more than one train 
to be operated on the same track at the same time, the removal of 
potential polarity problems at points and the introduction of flexible track.  
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LEGO flexible track. Source LEGO website. 
However, infrared remote control introduced problems of its own, namely 
range and the need to recharge batteries at regular intervals 
In 2009 a new train was introduced in the form of “Emerald Night” which 
used the new 'Power Functions' system also used in the Technic line.  

 
Emerald Night set. Photo Amazon website 
Although this train was sold without a motor, as can be seen from the 
photo above, this was a serious piece of kit with nearly 1100 pieces!  
Part numbers were listed on the rear of the box to convert the “Emerald 
Night” to a Power Functions compatible train. These parts were available 
separately and included a rechargeable battery box, a new infrared 
remote controller, plus a Power Functions motor and infrared receiver. A 
video on motorising the loco can be viewed at: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O4oaXn80ak8.  
The standardization of the Power Functions system meant that any of 
the motors in the Power Functions line could be used and builders were 
not limited to using a single type of motor as they had been with previous 
LEGO train systems. For the ‘scratch builder’ the powering and control of 
LEGO trains was considerably simplified. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O4oaXn80ak8
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LEGO Power Functions motor 88011. 
At the beginning of 1999 in another significant development, a Bluetooth 
system named Powered Up was introduced to control the locos.  

 
Components of the LEGO Bluetooth system. Photo Jeremy Hathorn 
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With respect to the above photo, the driving unit is at top, both axles of 
driving bogie powered. Receiver/battery box (smart hub) which holds 6 
triple A batteries (this is still a 9-volt system) is plugged into the driving 
unit. The smart hub sits in its mounting box/cover, left of hub. 
Bottom right is a 10 speed, 2 station remote controller/transmitter. 
Bottom left is another remote controller – a ‘smart’ cell phone! By 
downloading the LEGO Powered Up app from the Google Play Store 
(https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.lego.common.power
edup&hl=en_ZA&gl=US) similar to the Engine Driver App part of the 
JMRI package (free!) which Highway Model Railway Club uses, a cell 
phone is converted to a controller.  
The other advantage of this system is that it can be used to trigger 
sounds – bells, whistles etc. played through your cellphone. 

 
Bluetooth controlled LEGO no 60197 Power UP passenger set (left) 
belonging to Jeremy Hathorn 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.lego.common.poweredup&hl=en_ZA&gl=US
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.lego.common.poweredup&hl=en_ZA&gl=US
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Another set, Hogwart’s Express, supplied without a motor. If you 
are up for a challenge, a ‘how to motorise it video’ can be viewed at  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_T7PtIOkygw  
Photo Jeremy Hathorn. 

 
Power Up motorised Cargo Train Set no 60198. Photo Jeremy 
Hathorn 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_T7PtIOkygw
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LEGO exhibition layout using 1980s 9-volt technology. An electrical 
block system allows three locos to be run at the same time. 
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The above layout is partially a casualty of Covid. As will be seen, two of 
the sidings are incomplete, missing centre pick up sections. The plan 
was to acquire the missing parts during a visit to the UK which never 
happened. If anyone has 8 or so surplus straight pick up sections they 
are happy to dispose of, I am waiting for your call! 
Those who wish to research LEGO trains in more detail should refer to 
Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lego_Trains and the LEGO 
website https://www.lego.com/en-za/lego-history/lego-trains-
dee583479c4542c382e1ed551aa161f7. In addition there is a huge 
amount of information including videos at: 
https://www.holgermatthes.de/bricks/en/trains.php.  
A video worth viewing because of the scale of the LEGO layout is at  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i49BesMwKF4. Someone has made 
a serious investment in LEGO trains! 
LEGO and the Fx Track System 
I came across a YouTube video at the end of February announcing the 
launch of Fx track by Fx Bricks. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-cMwe0jenE 
This is a L gauge system designed to replace/complement the LEGO 
metal capped rail track withdrawn in 2007 when the initial 9 volt system 
went out of production.  
The introduction of Fx track highlights how popular LEGO trains are and 
with adults as well as the younger generation. There are LEGO clubs 
around the world with LEGO layouts being exhibited at LEGO 
conventions and shows. 
In simple terms, Fx track is a throwback to the LEGO 9-volt system. Fx 
track enables a wide range of LEGO locos to be run from the early 
battery powered to the modern Bluetooth controlled ones. Importantly, 
from a large number of enthusiast’s viewpoint, it also includes the locos 
of the 9 volt system which require metal rails.  
Concluding Remarks 
It is difficult for model railway enthusiasts like me to understand why 
LEGO did not do things in a different way – and sooner? However, when 
you start researching the subject you realise that trains are only a part 
and possibly a small one at that of LEGO’s business. This is a massive 
operation and I regret not going to visit the factory when I was in 
Denmark a few years ago. This article has only skimmed the subject. For 
example, LEGO Duplo trains have so far not even received a mention! In 
my defence while there is certainly a place for Duplo trains (there is a set 
on bidorbuy selling for R5864!) for the very young generation, I would 
argue that the bigger boys have a greater interested in the more realistic 
LEGO trains with the normal brick size rather than Duplo with the large 
bricks which are definitely more toy like in appearance. 
My thanks to Jeremy Hathorn for his assistance with the preparation of 
this article. 
The end 
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